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Diaconis–Holmes–Neal (2000) Comments 1/4

Glossary:
‘lifting move’: required by global balance.
‘resampling’: special lifting move good for irreducibility,
aperiodicity or for speed.



Diaconis–Holmes–Neal (2000) Comments 2/4

Single particle on a path graph Pn, not on a ring.
Phantom vertices 0 and n + 1 on Pn illustrate the ‘rejections
→ liftings’ mystery.
NB: Lifting moves ̸= resamplings



Metropolis et al (1953) (1/2)



Metropolis et al (1953) (2/2)

The ‘Sweep’ variant of any reversible single-particle-move
MCMC satisfies global balance (same for single spin flips)



Diaconis–Holmes–Neal (2000) Comments 3/4

Metropolis flows on Pn (with ‘phantom’ vertices):

Lifted-Metropolis flows on Pn (with ‘phantom’ vertices):



Diaconis–Holmes–Neal (2000) Comments 4/4

The ‘rejections → liftings’ idea works best for constant πi .
see Hildebrand (2004) for V -shaped. Hayes–Janes (2013) for
general case.
Appears impossible to generalize, but is not.
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Chen–Lovásc–Pak (1999) Comments 1/2

Required: Mapping from Ω̂ (lifted sample space) to Ω that
preserves stationary probability distribution.
Required: Lifted transition matrix P̂ that preserves flow.
Optional: Ω̂ = Ω× L (with L: set of lifting variables).
Optional:

π̂(u, σ)

π(u)
=

π̂(v , σ)

π(v)
∀ u, v ∈ Ω; ∀ σ ∈ L. (1)

There are many liftings P̂ for a given lifted sample space Ω̂.



Chen–Lovásc–Pak (1999) Comments 2/2

Conductance = bottleneck ratio = Cheeger constant.
Conductance lower bounds miraculous.
Inequalities apply only to finite Markov chains.
In event-driven algorithms, mixing and correlation times may
not reflect computational effort.
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Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 1/5

Symmetric simple exclusion process (alias: ‘Local Metropolis’)
ΩSSEP = {x1 < x2, . . . , < xN} with xi ∈ {1, . . . , n}. PBC.
P (transition matrix): nearest-neighbor, one per unit of time.
Mixing time: O

(
N3 logN

)
(rigorous: Lacoin 2014).

Continuous versions exist.



Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 2/5

Particle-lifted SSEP (sweep)
Ω̂SSEP-Sweep = Ω̂SSEP ×N with N = {1, . . . ,N}.
Mixing time: O

(
N3 logN

)
(numerics: Kapfer, Krauth 2017).

OK, as any ‘particle lifting’ of a reversible Markov chain.



Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 3/5

Totally asymmetric simple exclusion process.
Ω̂TASEP = ΩSSEP ×D with D = {−1,+1}.
Displacement-lifted SSEP.
Lifted-sample-space halving applies.
Mixing time: O

(
N5/2) (Baik–Liu 2016)



Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 4/5

Particle-lifted TASEP (Sweep).
Ω̂TASEP-Sweep = ΩSSEP ×D ×N .
Lifted-sample-space halving applies.
Violates global balance (Kapfer–Krauth 2017).



Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 4/5

Particle-lifted TASEP (Sweep).
Ω̂TASEP-Sweep = ΩSSEP ×D ×N .
Lifted-sample-space halving applies.
Violates global balance (Kapfer–Krauth 2017).



Baik–Liu (2016) Comments 5/5

Particle-lifted TASEP.
Particle-lifted displacement-lifted SSEP.
Ω̂PL-TASEP = ΩSSEP ×D ×N .
Sample-space halving applies. Resampling essential.
Mixing time O

(
N2 logN

)
(Kapfer–Krauth 2017, rigorous:

Lei–Krauth 2018)
The coupon-collector log can be eliminated, and O

(
N2)

mixing time reached.



Conclusions

The ‘particle-on-a-path-graph lifting’ (Diaconis–Holmes–Neal
2000) illustrates the ‘rejections → liftings’ miracle.
There’s more to liftings than ‘momenta’.
Infinite speedups for N → ∞ can be carried over to
interactive-particle systems (TASEP and ECMC).
Must be super careful. Design principles would be useful.
Conductance arguments must be extended for event-driven
continuous MCMC.


